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Abstract Load balancers enable efficient use of net-

work resources by distributing traffic fairly across them.

In software-defined networking (SDN), load balancing

is most often realized by a controller application that

solicits traffic load reports from network switches and

enforces load balancing decisions through flow rules.

This separation between the control and data planes in

SDNs creates an opportunity for an adversary at a com-

promised switch to misreport traffic loads to influence

load balancing. In this paper, we evaluate the ability

of such an adversary to control the volume of traffic

flowing through a compromised switch by misreporting

traffic loads. We take a probabilistic approach to model

the attack and develop algorithms for misreporting that

allow an adversary to tune attack parameters toward

specific adversarial goals. We validate the algorithms
with a virtual network testbed, finding that through

misreporting the adversary can control traffic flow to a

high degree by drawing a target amount of load (e.g.,

+200%) to within a 2% to 10% error of that target. This

is yet another example of how depending on untrustwor-

thy reporting in making control decisions can lead to

fundamental security failures.
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1 Introduction

Today’s dynamic, cloud-centric marketplace demands

faster and more reliable services. In order to meet these
demands and maintain a specified quality of service,

scaling out infrastructure has become a necessity. Key

network functions, like load balancing, then provide the

support necessary to keep these larger networks working

efficiently. Load balancers split traffic fairly across equiv-

alent backend servers or links to enable more efficient

use of available network resources. In software-defined

networking (SDN), however, load balancing typically

manifests as a distributed system. The load balancer is

divided into two components: the controller application

that runs the load balancing algorithm and the network

switches that enforce the load balancing decisions via

flow rules. Here, chosen network switches report traffic

loads (switch statistics) to the controller application

which decides how to route incoming flows. Hence, effi-

cient load balancing requires distributed trust among

the switches in reporting accurate traffic loads. The dis-

tributed nature of the load balancer therefore creates an

opportunity for an adversary at a compromised switch

to misreport traffic loads to influence load balancing.

In this paper, we evaluate an adversary’s ability to

control the amount of traffic flowing through the com-

promised switch (for eavesdropping and traffic analysis)

by misreporting traffic loads (here, under-reporting).

We take a probabilistic approach to model the attack

and develop algorithms for misreporting that allow the

adversary to tune attack parameters toward specific ad-

versarial goals. We introduce two attacks against SDN

load balancers to draw a target volume of traffic through

the compromised switch: the trivial attack that naively

misreports zero load, and the stealthy attack that elu-

sively misreports realistic load values. We then evaluate
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them against four widely used load balancing algorithms:

least-loaded, weighted least-loaded, least-connections, and

weighted least-connections, which are included in the

widely used Floodlight’s [2] and OpenDayLight’s [3]

load balancing modules, and relied upon by several other

specialized load balancing solutions [59,42,11,32,39,47].

We note that most dynamic load balancers in practice

inevitably perform some form of least-X selection (e.g.,

least-loaded in bytes, least-connections) to select the

most suitable path or endpoint for a flow [43,31]. The

wide reliance on this calculation provides motivation for
evaluating its effectiveness in a setting where the load

balancer is subject to malicious inputs—in the form of

false load reports.

Additionally, as the network traffic characteristics

depend on the services offered by a subnetwork, we con-

sider in our analyses two distinct traffic models that

are representative of workloads most commonly found

in modern cloud and datacenter networks: short and

long flows (in terms of flow duration) [14,49]. The ad-

versary must therefore calibrate the attack parameters
appropriately based on the environment. We validate

the attack algorithms with a virtual network testbed,

finding that through misreporting the adversary can

control traffic flow to a high degree by drawing a target

amount of load (e.g., +200%) to within a 2% error of

that target for short flows and within 10% error for long
flows (with reduced error by using suggested alternative

attack strategies). Thus our attack model is an effective

tool for defensive analysis but also provides a means of

planning attacks on real SDNs. This demonstrates that

misreporting extends to other services beyond those

discussed in prior work.

This is yet another example of how depending on col-

lecting faithful information from untrustworthy sources
leads to vulnerabilities, the results here being potentially

disastrous, besides being difficult to detect in real-time.

Our key contributions are:

– An attack model for analysis and planning of misre-

porting attacks against SDN-based load balancers.

– Development of two attacks against SDN load bal-

ancers that allow an adversary to control the volume

of traffic through a compromised switch.

– Evaluation of misreporting attacks against four widely

used load balancing algorithms and two distinct traf-

fic patterns.

Prior work has partially addressed the issue of com-

promised switches with regards to eavesdropping, mes-

sage integrity, and malicious link-discovery messages [55,

38,33]; however, they have not considered the effects of

malicious control messages in the context of load balanc-

ing. Here, we evaluate the performance of SDN-based

dynamic load balancers in the presence of compromised

switches who may misreport traffic loads (by under-

reporting them). Several questions are raised concerning

the performance of dynamic load balancers in adver-

sarial settings: (1) To what extent can an adversary

degrade the performance of load balancers by misreport-

ing? (2) When must the adversary misreport? And (3),

by how much must they misreport in order to accom-

plish their goal? We seek to address these key questions

to highlight and quantify adversarial capabilities with

regards to critical SDN services such as load balancers.

2 Background

Software-defined networks provide a framework that
allows a more reliable and scalable alternative to tra-

ditional hardware- and software-based load balancers

which sit in front of network resources. In the following,

we discuss how load balancing is typically realized in

SDNs.

2.1 Load-balancing Algorithms

Existing load balancing solutions for traditional net-

works come in two categories: static and dynamic. Static

solutions implement proactive techniques for splitting
incoming flows evenly across network resources (i.e.,

servers or links). Since the client mappings are known

ahead of time, these techniques cannot exploit run-time

knowledge of bandwidth utilization, often resulting in

a negative impact on network performance (e.g., un-

derutilization, increased latency). Common implemen-
tations of static load balancing include Randomized,

Round-Robin, and hash-based solutions like equal-cost

multipath (ECMP) [11,37,54]. In contrast, dynamic

solutions implement various reactive techniques for con-

nection assignment and provide a means for connection

affinity by maintaining a per-connection state. They

allow more flexible and favorable decision making by

exploiting knowledge about resource utilization learned

during normal operation of the network. Widely used

implementations of dynamic load balancers include least-

response-time, least-loaded, and least-connections, along
with their weighted counterparts [42,41,61,2].

2.2 Load-balancing Architecture in SDN

Dedicated software-based load balancers offer scalability

and reliability benefits over traditional hardware-based

load balancers, which are often expensive and suffer from

poor horizontal scalability [9]. Previous work has already
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Fig. 1 The SDN-based load balancing architecture showing
the pool members for balancing across (a) links or (b) servers.

demonstrated the ability of load balancers to be imple-

mented as software running on commodity hardware [28,

44,1]. In SDNs, however, load balancing typically mani-

fests slightly differently. The load balancer is abstracted

from the physical infrastructure by moving the load

balancing logic to the control plane and distributing

decisions to network switches in the form of flow rules.

To enable dynamic load balancing in SDNs, the

network administrator defines a pool : a set of switch ports

connected to (aggregation or edge/access) links which

are being balanced (see Figure 1). The load balancer

then requests traffic load reports from each pool member

at each time epoch t. We refer to the epoch length, the

time between load-report collections, as the collection

interval, which may be one or more seconds long.

Under the OpenFlow [4] protocol, the reports come

in the form of switch statistics. The loads represent the

total activity at the switch ports since the last report,

and may be measured in terms of Kb, number of active

flows (or connections), etc., depending on the algorithm

in use. The loads are then used by the controller to

route new incoming flows (that are destined for the

resources offered by the pool) according to the load

balancing algorithm; for example, with a variant of

least-X selection. Note that end-hosts in general do not

run OpenFlow agents and therefore edge-switch load is

instead commonly used as a proxy for server load [39].

As shown in Figure 2, when a switch reports the

minimum load at any epoch, the load balancer will tem-

porarily route new flows through it. For example, switch

(3) reports 1Kb of activity in the first epoch, has new

flows routed through it to a backend server or link, and

reports 12Kb of activity in the following epoch. Impor-

tantly, in the general case of the considered algorithms,

all incoming flows are routed through the same pool
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Fig. 2 Load reports (Ri
t) used for routing new incoming flows.

Bolded reports are where switches reported the minimum load
to the load balancer.

member until the next load report is collected1; as the

load balancer is removed from the data plane, it can

only respond to the information given in load reports.

2.3 Notation for Load Balancing

Consider a network composed of N pool members, where

the load balancer requests a load report Ri
t at each time

epoch t for each member 1 ≤ i ≤ N . For the case of

least-loaded and least-connections [42], the load balancer

temporarily routes new flows through the member who

reported the minimum load (in bytes or number of

active flows/connections), until the next load report is

collected. More formally, the new flows will be routed

through some member m in epoch t if:

Rm
t = min

1≤i≤N
Ri

t, (1)

If multiple members report the minimum load, random

selection is done to choose between those members.

For weighted least-loaded and weighted least-connections,

an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA [48])

of loads is used for balancing. Weights are applied to

the historical load values (α, where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1) and

the current load value (1− α), which are then summed
together to smooth out sudden bursts that may lead to

inefficient balancing. Then, the new load Ri
t
′

computed

for each member at time t is:

Ri
t

′
= αRi

t−1
′
+ (1− α)Ri

t, (2)

and new flows will be temporarily routed through the

member with the minimum load as in (1), with Rm
t and

Ri
t replaced by Rm

t
′ and Ri

t
′
. Again, random selection is

applied in the case of multiple members with the same

minimum value.

1 We leave to future work analyzing more specialized vari-
ants of these algorithms.
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3 Attacking the Load Balancer

Misreporting switch statistics allows adversaries to di-

rectly control the volume of traffic flowing through a

compromised switch for larger-scale eavesdropping and

traffic analysis, which have been established as signifi-

cant threats in modern cloud networks (e.g., to uncover

browsing histories [29]). Here, we introduce two attack

methods against SDN-based load balancers.

3.1 Threat Model

We assume switches report aggregate (i.e., port-level)

statistics for themselves to a trusted load balancer, as

balancing is typically done at a coarser level than indi-

vidual flows [12]. Of these switches, we assume that one

becomes compromised (to evaluate a lower bound on

attacker capabilities, as several compromised switches

would naturally allow an attacker to launch more so-

phisticated attacks). If the pool members are just the

ports on the compromised switch, then load balancing
integrity is clearly lost. We therefore consider the situa-

tion where ports on multiple edge switches form a pool 2

and report for statistics for themselves (as edge switch

load is commonly used as a proxy for server load [39]).

We note that attacks against edge-switch-based load

balancing are independent of the actual internal net-

work structure (as the edge-load reports do not provide

insight on how load is to be distributed among inter-

nal links) and thus are not limited to just tree-based

datacenter networks.

Switches may be compromised by insider or external

adversaries [24,10,50,16]; while methods for compro-

mising switches are outside the scope of this work, we

note that prior work has demonstrated how an adversary

may take control over a network switch—from exploiting

weakly protected admin web interfaces to bugs in the

switch operating system software and hardware back-

doors [52]. For example, many organizations leverage

open-source switch software such as Open vSwitch [45]

and an adversary could fuzz the source code to identify

exploitable bugs such as a buffer overflows, from which

they can achieve privilege escalation and thereafter as-

sume administrator control over the switch [53].

In the context of load balancing, we define the general

adversarial goal as drawing a large fraction of network

traffic to perform large-scale eavesdropping or denial-of-

service attacks. This would potentially enable the ad-

versary to access sensitive control-plane messages (e.g.,

2 Note that switches may have multiple pool members
(ports), but here we just consider a single pool member per
switch and use switch and pool member interchangeably.

topology discovery messages) or sensitive client traffic

in a multi-tenant datacenter network, besides causing

availability problems—which have been demonstrated to

be significant threats to SDNs [55,22,52]. The adversary

accomplishes this by misreporting to induce the load

balancer into sending a target volume of traffic (on aver-

age) through the compromised switch. The adversary’s

capabilities are limited to recording its own load reports

and sending misreports. Note that misreporting is nec-

essary to draw more traffic regardless of if packets on

the switch ports are actually dropped; nevertheless, the
adversary may drop an equivalent amount of traffic to

evade detection systems that may leverage downstream

switches to find inconsistencies in reports. We focus on

adversaries under-reporting their true load to obtain

an unfairly large proportion of traffic. We note that

over-reporting loads may be useful for denying service

to other switches in the pool, however, such an requires

a different attack formulation and therefore we defer it

to future work (see Section 5).

3.2 Overview

Studies of modern datacenter and cloud networks have

observed that datacenter network traffic can be mod-

eled by positive-skewed and heavy-tailed distributions

of network flow sizes and flow durations [14,15,49]. For

example, the flow distribution may consist of a majority

of small (in bytes) and short (in seconds) flows that

exist in the network only for a few seconds. This traffic

is representative of applications such as web servers. In

contrast, the flows may consist of a majority of relatively

longer and larger flows that persist in the network for

several seconds or minutes, for example, for applica-

tions like video streaming. Importantly, our preliminary

observations of these traffic patterns across a pool of

servers reveals a new threat vector for an adversary

to compromise the load balancer: since pool members

serve similar kinds of services, they observe similar traf-

fic characteristics, which agrees with observations from

prior work [14]. Therefore, the adversary can use their

observed behavior as an approximation for what other

switches in the pool observe (see Fig. 3), and tune their

attack strategy to meet specific goals.

In this context, in steady-state if the adversary re-

ports the minimum load (i.e., “wins” the epoch) for

X% of the time epochs, they will observe X% of the

total load in the system—as they draw X% of the total

flows that arrive. In terms of load balancing fairness,

we therefore formalize misreporting in terms of a tar-

get fraction of load in the system to draw through the

compromised switch (equivalently, a target fraction of

epochs to “win”). We will refer to this target as T . Note
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Fig. 3 Distribution of load reports collected once per second
from switches in a 10-member load balancing pool over 10
minutes. Load distributions show small differences between
pool members, enabling an adversary to estimate the traffic
characteristics at other switches using their own observations.

that here the load in the system refers only to the client

traffic destined for the pool. We then introduce two

misreporting attacks with respect to T . In the trivial

attack, the adversary’s goal is to maximize the prob-

ability of winning the epoch each time a misreport is

sent by reporting a load of zero. In the stealthy attack,

the adversary misreports to nonzero loads that still

have a high probability of being the minimum amount

reported, allowing them to reduce their likelihood of

being detected by an anomaly detection system while

still obtaining the target load.

The challenge here is determining the required fre-

quency of misreports (denoted by M) to draw the target

load (equivalently, to win the target fraction of epochs).
The adversary must therefore calibrate δ, the misre-

ported amount (in Kb or number of flows) sent to the

load balancer. The choice of δ affects the misreporting

success probability (i.e., if the load balancer immediately
begins routing new flows through the switch) and there-

fore the required frequency of misreports to accurately

draw the target load.

3.3 Attack Model

Here we introduce an attack model from which the

adversary will derive attack parameters M and δ for a

given target T , generalizing the model introduced in our

prior work [19].

3.3.1 Computing the Required Misreporting Frequency

There are two components that determine the expected

probability of winning an epoch: the probability of win-

ning when not sending a misreport (reporting honestly)

and the probability of winning when sending a misre-

port. At epochs when the adversary reports honestly,

our heuristic approach is to assume the adversary has a

fair chance, i.e., the probability of winning is 1/N .

When misreporting, guaranteeing a 100% misreport-

ing success rate is difficult unless simply sending a load

of zero in each misreport. However, sending a load of

zero in each misreport (i.e., the trivial attack) may likely

raise alarms, especially if the target load is very high

(e.g., 75% of the load in the system) which will nec-

essarily require misreporting more frequently. A more

elusive approach is for the adversary to simulate activity

at the switch by misreporting (setting δ) to very low

loads which have been observed previously and which

have probability of success comparable to sending a load

of zero. This is less likely to raise flags as it would be

difficult to discern a legitimate report from a falsified

one.

To this end, we approximate the load distribution
observed at other pool members by that observed by the

adversary before the attack. Without loss of generality,

we first denote the compromised switch by switch N .

If we let p denote a cumulative probability of the load

distribution (see Fig. 3), then there is an associated

load value pL (in Kb or number of flows) with that

cumulative probability: a p fraction of observed loads

falls within [0, pL]. If the adversary simulates activity

at the port by misreporting to random loads within the

bottom pth percentile of previously observed loads (e.g.,

the bottom 10th percentile loads), then the probability

(approximately) of all other switches reporting a load

value higher than the adversary can be estimated as:

Pr[
⋂
i 6=N

(Ri
t > RN

t )] ≈ (1− p)(N−1). (3)

Note that if the adversary has knowledge of the size

of the load balancing pool, they can directly evaluate the

expression. However, if they do not, they can estimate

it based on their own load reports. If we denote the

steady-state load in the system by L, the adversary

can compute from their own load reports the average

flow duration of t epochs, arrival rate of R flows at

winning epochs, and average flow rate of b bps. Then,

they can compute the steady-state load in the system

as: L = t×R× b. If under normal conditions, each pool

member observes approximately a fair share S = L/N

load, then the adversary can estimate the pool size by

dividing their fair share by the computed load in the

system: N = L/S. Other methods for estimating pool

size may leverage known techniques to map the load

balancing pool in SDNs (or the network in general),

such as probing the subnets identified in flow rules or

listening for ARP packets [6,35].
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Table 1 Parameter descriptions for the attack model.

Param Description
N Number of pool members
T Target fraction of load in the system
p Misreporting load upper threshold
M Misreporting frequency
δ Chosen misreported load
W Attack length (in epochs)
Ri

t Load report for member 1 ≤ i ≤ N at time t

At a misreporting frequency of M , we use the two

probabilities compute the expected fraction of load in

the system to observe at any epoch during the attack

(or equivalently, the expected winning probability):

E[load] = 1/N × (1−M) + (1− p)(N−1) ×M. (4)

For the expected load to be the target load in the system
T , we can rearrange Eq. (4) to solve for the required

misreporting frequency M (where 0 < M < 1) for the

target:

M =
T − 1/N

(1− p)(N−1) − 1/N
. (5)

We further denote the attack window as W epochs long

(e.g., from time epochs 500-1000), and can compute the
actual number of misreports sent as the product: M×W .

We provide parameter descriptions in Table 1.

3.3.2 Selecting a Load Value

The adversary will then randomly set δ to a previously

observed load in [0, pL] for each misreport, to achieve

the expected winning probability. Note that it is up to

the attacker to assess the environment and decide what

an appropriate undetectable load would be, i.e., how

much load can they misreport before they are observable

to some detection system. Thus, what we provide here

is a method for configuring the attack such that the

adversary can target a specific load (to within reasonable

bounds) that they have decided as stealthy.

3.4 Launching the Attack

In this section, we present two attack strategies for the

adversary to draw the target load through the switch

port: the trivial attack and the stealthy attack.

3.4.1 Trivial Attack

In this attack, the goal of the adversary is to maxi-

mize the winning probability under a given target. To

maximize the probability that the misreported load will

be the minimum in Eq. (1), the adversary will select

p = 0, which corresponds in general to a load of zero (as

switches generally always observe some background traf-

fic), and thus the adversary will send a new load RN
t
′′

in

each misreport: RN
t
′′

= δ = 0. They will then compute

the required misreporting frequency from Eq. (5) and

begin sending the misreports with zero load. Note that

misreports can be sent at a fixed period 1/M or at ran-

dom epochs during the attack with an average period

of 1/M . Moreover, the choice of a smaller p requires

a smaller misreporting frequency, which is generally

beneficial, however, consistent reports of zero load may
become readily observable.

3.4.2 Stealthy Attack

In this attack, the adversary relaxes the load values

to which they misreport to (i.e., δ) in order to man-

age their detectability. After assessing the environment

to determine an appropriate threshold p, the first step

is to perform reconnaissance for a configurable period

of time (e.g., 600 seconds, or 10 minutes), from which

they record their load observations and prepare to send

misreports. Note that they may also estimate the pool

size during reconnaissance if necessary, as discussed in

Section 3.3. The adversary will select an appropriate

load for each misreport: RN
t
′′

= δ, where δ ∈ [0, pL].
After the reconnaissance period is complete, the ad-

versary computes the required misreporting frequency

from Eq. (5) and begins sending the misreports with

an appropriate load value. Here, misreports can also be

sent at a fixed period 1/M or at random epochs during

the attack with an average period of 1/M . Further, the
choice of a smaller p will result in a higher misreporting

success probability and therefore require a smaller misre-

porting frequency. The inverse is also true, which leads

to limited parameter flexibility for the stealthy attack.

Thus, there is a natural tradeoff between misreporting

success and detectability (discussed in Section 4).

3.5 Assessing the Impact

To assess the effects of the proposed attacks, we first

want to measure the direct impact of misreporting. We

then evaluate the bounds on attacker capabilities under

both the trivial and stealthy attacks to understand the

extent to which an adversary can cause imbalance in

the load balancing pool.

3.5.1 Attack Effectiveness

To describe the direct impact of the attack with regards

to drawing more traffic through the switch, we define
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a damage metric D. It represents the ratio of the aver-

age load on the compromised switch during the attack

window to the average load observed under normal con-

ditions. If we denote the average load during the attack

by La, and under normal conditions by Ln, then the

relative damage is:

D =
La

Ln
− 1. (6)

To concretely quantify misreporting effectiveness, we

introduce a potency metric P that represents the ratio

of damage per percent of misreported epochs:

P =
D

M
. (7)

We also measure the frequency, as well as the success

rate of misreporting, which describes how often a misre-

port resulted in more traffic being routed through the

compromised switch.

3.5.2 Capturing Victim Traffic

As the general adversarial goal is to draw more traffic

on which to eavesdrop, we also discuss the success of

our attack in the context of an adversary targeting a

specific flow (or traffic type) that they have knowledge of

existence (e.g., they know users are currently browsing

a specific website). If an X% proportion of the load

in the system (in number of flows or bits) is passing

through the switch, then an equivalent description is

that the adversary has an X% chance of capturing a

victim flow. We therefore assess the ability to capture

victim traffic by analyzing the flexibility in parameter

choice under a given target load and the bounds on

adversary capabilities under both attack strategies.

4 Evaluation

With the formulation of the attack model, here, we ex-

plore the effects on the performance of the load balancer

in several scenarios (shown in Table 2) and address the

last research question: to what extent can the adver-

sary degrade the performance of the load balancer? We

consider 4 widely used load-balancing algorithms: least-

loaded, weighted least-loaded, least-connections, and

weighted least-connections. We then provide analyses of

the effectiveness of the two attacks in each scenario, the

ability to capture victim traffic, and the detectability

against state-of-the-art SDN detection systems.

4.1 Experimental Setup

4.1.1 Network setup

For experimentation, we employ the latest version of

the widely used Floodlight [2] SDN controller, along

with its load balancing module. To configure the virtual

network, we use the popular Mininet emulator [25] to

create a similar topology of virtual switches and hosts to

that shown in Figure 1. New flows will originate from a

source connected to the “top-most” switch in the figure,

which represents a common gateway from which flows

split paths in the network (e.g., an aggregation switch

in a three-tiered network). Each switch runs the latest

version of Open vSwitch (v2.12.0) and is invoked to

connect to and receive forwarding instructions from the

Floodlight controller. The directly connected hosts act

as sinks for the incoming network flows. The attacks

are then carried out by designating one switch as the

adversary.

We configure the load balancer to have a single

pool consisting of 10 SDN-enabled switches, which is a

realistic pool size for small clusters based on real config-

urations used in the wild [46]. We note that our exper-

imentation with larger pool sizes yielded qualitatively

similar results, where the load is scaled proportionately.

The switches are directly connected to a single backend

resource (which can represent either servers, or more

switches). We also configure the load balancer to have a

load-report collection period of 1 second, which is suit-

able for providing reasonably low load-error rates [12,30,

23]. We set the attack window to W = 300 epochs, and

we set the misreporting percentile to p = 0.01 for the

stealthy attack and p = 0.0 for the trivial attack. Sim-

ulations are averaged over 10 independent executions.
Without loss of generality, the adversary is designated

by switch number N .

4.1.2 Traffic models

In evaluating our attacks, we draw from prior work to

generate packet traces for each of the short and long

traffic patterns. The sizes and durations of flows are ran-

domly distributed amongst the probability distribution

defined by two pareto curves, which are widely accepted

approximations for network traffic behavior [15,21]. The

average flow durations from the traces are ≈ 1 second

for short flows and ≈ 25 seconds for long flows. The

average flow data rate had no detectable effect on the

attack effectiveness, and we use 1500-byte packets for

each flow. We then consider an average arrival rate of

about 50 flows per second. Note that smaller or larger

arrival rates yielded qualitatively similar results.
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Short flows Long flows
LL WLL LC WLC LL WLL LC WLC

Control Average load
141.4
Kb/s

141.8
Kb/s

10.9
flows/s

11.2
flows/s

1542.3
Kb/s

1535.9
Kb/s

142.2
flows/s

138.9
flows/s

Average load % 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

Target load (T ) 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30%
Average load % 32% 31% 32% 32% 23% 23% 22% 22%

Average load
450.9
Kb/s

445.4
Kb/s

34.6
flows/s

35.8
flows/s

3728.5
Kb/s

3556.6
Kb/s

316.3
flows/s

310.3
flows/s

Trivial Misreport frequency 23% 24% 24% 26% 22% 23% 24% 24%
Misreport success 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Damage +219% +214% +217% +220% +142% +132% +122% +123%
Potency +9.5% +8.9% +9.1% +8.4% +6.44% +5.7% +5.1% +5.1%

Model Error +2% +1% +2% +2% -8% -7% -8% -8%

Target load (T ) 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30%
Average load % 33% 29% 31% 32% 24% 21% 21% 20%

Average load
467.9
Kb/s

416.5
Kb/s

33.4
flows/s

35.9
flows/s

3667.1
Kb/s

3270.9
Kb/s

302.1
flows/s

281.2
flows/s

Stealthy Misreport frequency 26% 22% 25% 24% 25% 23% 25% 24%
Misreport success 99% 99% 93% 97% 98% 98% 97% 97%

Damage +231% +194% +206% +221% +138% +113% +112% +102%
Potency +8.9% +8.8% +8.3% +9.2% +5.5% +4.9% +4.5% +4.3%

Model Error +3% -1% +1% +2% -6% -9% -9% -10%

Table 2 Experimental network results with the Floodlight [2] SDN controller. We evaluate the effectiveness of the attack
against four different load balancing algorithms and two traffic patterns. For a target of 30% across each attack scenario, we
observe that the adversary can misreport to draw the target volume of traffic to within a small error.

4.2 Attack Effectiveness

In the first part of the evaluation, we measure the effec-

tiveness of the attack for both traffic types. In Table 2,

compared to the average load observed under normal

conditions (the control experiment), running the trivial

attack against the load balancer was able to effectively

draw on average 31.7% (for short flows) and 22.5% (for

long flows) of the load in the system toward the com-

promised switch. In fact, the trivial attack proved to

be successful across all four of the considered load bal-

ancing algorithms, always drawing > 200% additional

load for short flows and > 120% additional load for

long flows, than under normal conditions. The misre-

porting frequency was on average 24% (with a required

M = 22% for the specified target) of the attack window,

and since the misreported load was zero (and loads must

be non-negative), the misreporting success rate was also

maximal (i.e., each misreport resulted in arriving flows

for the next epoch being scheduled through the com-

promised switch). The resulting effect was a potency of

8.9% for short flows and 5.6% for long flows, to within

a 3.5% error and 6.8% error for short and long flows,

respectively.

The stealthy attack showed similar results with re-

spect to misreporting success. The misreporting fre-

quency was on average 24.2% (with a required M = 25%

for the target), with an average success rate of 97.3%

across all algorithms and traffic types. The adversary

maintained on average 31.2% (for short) and 21.5% (for

long) of the load in the system, to within a 2% error of

the target for short flows and 10% error for longer flows.

It follows that the potency of misreports was on average

8.9% for short flows and 4.8% for long flows, revealing
that stealthy misreporting (i.e., simulating activity on

the switch port) still does in fact have a non-negligible

effect on load balancing fairness as simply reporting a

load of zero does with the trivial attack, and almost

double the effectiveness compared to when the average

flow duration is much longer.

Interestingly, the misreporting success remained the

same even in the case of weighted load balancing. Even

with a significantly high weight factor α for weighted

balancing (e.g., α = 0.5) [13], where the misreported

load only has half the significance toward the smoothed

value, the adversary was able to misreport low enough

for the load balancer to consider it the minimum and
begin routing flows through it. Certainly, a much higher

α would place more weight on the historical load value

and thus dampen the effects of misreporting.

Takeaway: Stealthily attacking the load balancer proved

to be just as effective as trivially reporting a load of

zero, without having to misreport at a much higher fre-

quency than the trivial attack would require (although,

that difference increases as p does). Neither algorithm

proved to be more or less resistant to the stealthy nor

trivial misreporting attack, and the results show that
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even for short attacks (here, 5 minutes), the adversary

can control traffic flow to within a reasonable error.

4.3 Capturing Victim Traffic

In the second part of the evaluation, we explore the

parameter flexibility under a specified target load and

the bounds on attacker capabilities.

4.3.1 Parameter Flexibility

As discussed in Section 3.3, the probability (approx-

imately) of all other switches reporting a load value

higher than the adversary can be estimated as (1 −
p)(N−1). Independent of the traffic pattern, higher choices

of the misreporting threshold p (to reduce detectability)

will cause the adversary to misreport to within a large

range of values. Then, the misreporting success rate (the

expected load when misreporting to the pth percentile

loads) decreases with a power-law relationship to the

threshold p. Hence, misreporting within a larger range

requires a significantly higher misreporting rate for the

same target load.

For example, Eq. (5) from our attack model demon-
strates in Fig. 4 that relaxing p to even the p = 0.1

percentile already requires a misreporting frequency

of almost 60% for an expected load (target) of ≈25%,

which is nearly 3× that required when p = 0.01 (requires

≈ 19%). Similarly, in general for any target load, relax-

ing p to anything higher than the 20% percentile load

requires effectively misreporting every time epoch. Thus,

we observe that for an effective attack, the flexibility in

parameter choice is limited. While still able to (approxi-

mately) draw the target load, too-frequent misreporting

is unsustainable from an attacker’s perspective. However,

this observation is critical for future defense systems

that protect the fairness in load balancing, as poten-

tial attackers must maintain somewhat-static behavior

to have an effective attack (i.e., adaptivity is limited,

especially for higher targets).

4.3.2 Bounds on Attacker Capabilities

This flexibility is further limited by an artifact of the

network traffic behavior: Fig. 5 describes (at a misreport-

ing frequency of 100%) how the perceived pth percentile

that the adversary misreports to for long flows is shifted

to a higher percentile (from the perspective of an honest

switch) once the adversary begins to draw traffic away

from the honest switches. As the adversary misreports

more, the distribution at an honest switch changes more

(as they see more relatively lower loads) and thus the pth

percentile load is in fact larger than expected, leading
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Fig. 4 Required misreporting frequency M as a function
of the misreporting threshold p (from the attack model in
Eq. (4)). Slight relaxations on p (to potentially reduce de-
tectability) require significantly more misreporting.

Fig. 5 The percentile shift from the perspective of an honest
switch. As the adversary draws more traffic, the distribution
at the honest switch changes, where they see more low load
values. Thus, the pth percentile is in fact much higher than
the adversary expects, resulting in a lower winning probability
than expected (e.g., the 10th percentile shifts to the 35th
percentile).

to lower misreporting success rates and therefore a less

load gained by the adversary. For example, the 10th
percentile shifts by 35% when under attack (i.e., to the

45%th percentile), and thus the perceived misreporting

success probability (1− 0.1)(N−1) = 0.9(N−1) is in fact

(1− 0.45)(N−1) = 0.55(N−1) in steady-state.

In Fig. 6, we show how the load obtained during

the attack begins to diverge from the attack/analytical

model in certain scenarios. Note that we observed quan-

titatively similar results for the least-connections and

weighted algorithms. First, the analytical model accu-
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rately describes the trivial attack to within a 2% error for

short flows and 8% error for long flows (and approaches

0% error as the misreporting frequency increases). More-

over, as shown in the top figure for short flows and small

p (i.e., p = 0.01), the model is very accurate to within 2%

error. For longer flows, the model is accurate to within

8% error (for p = 0.01) and 2% error (for p = 0.1) up

to a misreporting rate of 25%. However, the nonlinear

change in distribution (i.e., percentile shifts) from misre-

porting causes the adversary to overestimate how much

load they will obtain at higher misreporting frequencies.

However, for short flows, when p = 0.1, while there

is no loss (i.e., the model only underestimates how much

load the adversary truly obtains), the nonlinear change

in distribution also plays a role in the higher model
prediction error. We hypothesize that the average flow

duration (and therefore the average amount of load in

the system) has differing effects on the probability of

successful misreporting (and therefore expected load).

For example, eventual starvation of other pool members

may naturally mitigate misreporting attacks (a feature

which may not generalize across other SDN services).

Thus, while the proposed attack model can capture

the effects of misreporting for the trivial scenario, it

does not accurately capture the phenomena when the

adversary attempts to be very stealthy (at p = 0.1) at

higher misreporting frequencies. Accounting for these

effects is the subject of future work. Nevertheless, the

model itself is still useful for defensive analysis of as it

describes the upper bounds of a potential attack by the

most aggressive adversaries (i.e., when p = 0.0).

However, we perform a quadratic regression analysis

to understand the diminishing effect of misreporting
as the frequency increases. We arrive at the formulas

shown in Fig. 6, which accurately fit the experimental

results, and demonstrate that for larger p and longer

duration flows, attacker capabilities exhibit a slower

growth and lower limit on how much load can be ob-

tained. Combined with the already limited parameter

flexibility, this further establishes that an adversary is

confined to limited parameter choice in launching a suc-

cessful attack (i.e., very small p); any relaxations on p

will require misreporting effectively every time epoch.

Thus, the adversary’s behavior might reveal patterns
that may be feasibly detected.

The key insight here is that a fixed misreporting

frequency becomes less effective as p is relaxed or the

average flow duration increases. However, trivially re-

porting a load of zero is generally always effective. A

stealthy adversary may temporarily resort to the trivial

strategy if they detect unsuccessful misreports. More-

over, this does not take away from the fact that an

adversary can take an adaptive approach to misreport-
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Fig. 6 Drawn load as a function of misreporting frequency
(from the attack model in Eq. (4)) for the least-loaded algo-
rithm against short flows (top) and long flows (bottom). The
experimental results deviate from the model at higher misre-
porting frequencies, but are still accurate at lower frequencies
(i.e., more stealthy, yet effective attacks).

ing by simply increasing the misreporting frequency

until they achieve their desired load. Any attacker must

understand however that there is a ceiling on how much

load they can obtain (for non-zero p) as the misreport-

ing frequency increases. Regardless, the adversary can

achieve the same effect in realistic settings, as detecting

misreporting attacks in SDN remains largely an open

problem (see Section 4.4).

Takeaway: The trivial attack can be accurately mod-

eled, but misreporting tends to have diminishing returns

at higher misreporting frequencies for other choices of p,

and we resort to a regression analysis to understand the

complexities in these scenarios. An adversary can how-

ever take a dynamic strategy by analyzing the effects

of misreporting and re-calibrating p and M to directly
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manage their detectability or increase the accuracy in

approximating the target load.

4.4 Detectability

In the third part of the evaluation, we examine state-

of-the-art detection systems in SDN, and we apply two

change detection techniques (the Kolmogorov-Smirnov

two-sample test and the Median test [7,20]) to identify

how detectable the attack may be by solely examining

load reports.

4.4.1 Sphinx

The Sphinx [26] detection system addresses attacks fo-

cused on corrupting network topology and data-plane

forwarding state. It leverages logical network flow graphs
to validate network state updates (e.g., validate that a

new link-discovery message is legitimate). With respect

to forwarding state, the core of the system relies on a
proposed similarity index : a metric used to compare

flow-statistics reports along a flow path. For example, if

a switch along a flow path reports too low of a value in

the flow statistics, Sphinx raises an alert for the switch

(i.e., consider it to be dropping traffic).

The first problem (as explicitly stated in the paper)

is that the system is unable to validate the accuracy of

load reports from ingress or egress switches (i.e., edge

switches), which is where our misreporting attack is

staged. A second problem relates to load balancing: the

system operates at flow-level, while load balancing is

typically done at a coarser granularity (i.e., at port-

level). This is a design limitation of Sphinx that makes

it not applicable to the proposed attacks. Moreover, the

similarity test cannot be applied equivalently to port-

level statistics as flow paths combine and split at the

switches and therefore no single path can be traced back

to compare a set of port statistics under the current

design.

4.4.2 FlowMon

The FlowMon [34] system addresses packet droppers

and packet swappers (adversaries who send packets out

of the wrong switch ports). With respect to misreporting

(packet droppers), the authors introduce a threshold-

based test to identify if a switch is transmitting a differ-

ent number of packets than it is receiving:

|
∑
∀i∈Pk

T i
k −

∑
∀i∈Pk

Ri
k∑

∀i∈Pk
T i
k +

∑
∀i∈Pk

Ri
k

| > θ (8)

where Pk is the set of all ports on switch k, T k
i is the

number of packets transmitted from port i of switch k

in the last time epoch, and Rk
i is the number of packets

received at switch k port i in the last time epoch. A

difference indicates packet dropping, and the system

raises an alert if the dropping percentage is greater than

an allowed threshold θ. A critical aspect of FlowMon is

that it relies on the statistics information in the load

reports being accurate (otherwise the adversary can

always modify the load reports to equate the number

of transmitted and received packets). They introduce a

second detector using a neighboring switch along a link

to validate the accuracy of a load report:

|Tij + Tji −Rij −Rji| > α|Tij + Tji| (9)

where Tij is the number of packets transmitted from

switch Si to Sj in the last time epoch (at a specified

switch port), Rij is the number of packets received by

switch Si from Sj in the last time epoch (at the associ-

ated switch port), and an alert is raised if the inequality

holds. As with Sphinx, the underlying problem here is

that the detector cannot be applied to edge links (i.e.,

those connecting the edge switch to the server, where

the adversary is dropping traffic) as one side of the link

(the host) does not provide statistics reports in the com-

mon SDN load balancing paradigm. Although in general,

we posit that it may be possible to leverage a similar

strategy to narrow the search for potential malicious

switches to those connected by problematic links (as the

discounted load in a misreport may be greater than α).

4.4.3 OpenWatch

The OpenWatch system [60] leverages volume-based

detectors to identify when a switch’s change in load is

abnormal over an extended period of time or between

consecutive load reports. They consider an anomalous

event to be either a report that is greater than the
mean + 3 × std of the load values, or consecutive re-

ports that have an increase in load that is greater than

mean+ 3× std of all increasing load changes. The fun-

damental limitation with the system is that (as with one

of the FlowMon strategies) it relies solely on an indi-
vidual switch’s reports to determine whether the switch

is exhibiting anomalous behavior or not. A malicious

switch can break either of these detectors by simply

ensuring that any load report it sends does not deviate

from normal behavior (i.e., is within 3 std of the switch’s

mean load), and yet achieve the same effect. Since the

misreports are to set previously observed values, the

intended non-misreporting epochs could simply be set to

the higher load values to not stray from normal behavior

(from the perspective of the load balancer).

Without resorting to misreporting every epoch to

evade suspicion, however, we ran experiments resembling
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Fig. 7 We use the p-value as a proxy for identifying anoma-
lous events. We show how the p-value of the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) two-sample test changes as a function of the
detection window starting time. At several points in time, it
shows sudden drops that indicate a change in distribution
(i.e., a potential anomalous event).

a most extreme case (the trivial attack, where p = 0.0)

for long flows, with an aggressive misreporting frequency
of ≈ 60% over a 5-minute attack, and the adversary

drawing ≈ 55% of the load in the system. We observed

over a 20-minute snapshot of load values that the two

OpenWatch detectors were only able to correctly identify

23% and 2% of the 60% misreported epochs, respectively.

In fact, we observed significantly high false negative
rates by the detectors, at 12.5% and 31.1%, respectively.

Thus, due to the nature of datacenter network traffic,

simple threshold-based detectors are cannot effectively

identify misreporting attacks.

4.4.4 Change Detection

In the last part of the evaluation, we apply two widely

used change detection techniques, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov

(KS) two-sample test and the Median test, to identify

potential differences in the load distributions of the hon-

est pool members from the compromised switch (which

may indicate anomalous behavior). We assume that a

detection system operates as a sliding window across

load reports (for a 1-minute and 5-minute detection win-

dow). Note that here we consider window sizes close in

length to the attack window, as the attacks could easily

be hidden in the noise when using very large detection

windows. For simplicity, we use the p-value as a proxy

for identifying anomalous events, where a very small

p-value indicates abnormal behaviors.

We show in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 how the p-value of

either test changes as a function of the starting position

of the detection window—i.e., it begins to drop as the
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Fig. 8 We show how the p-value of the Median test changes
as a function of the detection window starting time. At several
points in time, it shows sudden drops that indicate a change
in distribution (i.e., a potential anomalous event), with a large
spike during the attack that indicates a missed detection for
a period of time.

detection window becomes more aligned in time with

the attack window. For an attack occurring between

time 900-1200s, we observe for a detection window of

60s (and 300s, respectively) that the p-value for the

KS two-sample test drops rapidly when beginning at

time 800s (and 600s, respectively). Here, we consider a

p-value less than 0.05 to be within an acceptable range

to reject the null hypothesis of the KS test, in confidence

that the adversary’s load reports are in fact abnormal.

In other words, for either window size it would have

taken only a few seconds for the detector to begin to

identify a potential change in load distribution.

We observed similar results for the median test for

a window size of 300s. We, however, observed a spike

when the window start time approaches the attack start

time at 900s, which implies a missed detection for a

period of time. For a window size of 60s we found that

it would have taken the detector ≈ 5 minutes from the

attack start to reach a similar conclusion (i.e., after

the 5-minute attack completed). Thus, we find here

that in general statistical measures of difference have

the potential to identify inconsistencies among pool

members. However, window size plays an important role

in detection accuracy: too short windows might take

too long to identify a potential attack, and too long

windows might miss transient attacks.

Takeaway: Prior work on SDN defenses do not com-

prehensively address the problem of misreporting (e.g.,

cannot detect inconsistencies in aggregate load reports).

Statistical methods commonly used for anomaly detec-

tion thus far provide the strongest grounds for further
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development of defenses. However, such a system cannot

use the load reports as a source of truth in identify-

ing anomalous behavior, and therefore the statistical

measures should be supplemented by other techniques

(e.g., probing-based techniques or systematic load report

collection) to reduce the potential for false negatives or

late detection.

5 Discussion

We have demonstrated that an adversary can control

to a high degree the amount of imbalance caused in a

load balancing pool by misreporting traffic loads. Al-

though specialized load balancing algorithms may be

more or less robust to misreporting than others, the fact
stands that validating load reports in SDN is largely an

unsolved problem.

While the focus of our work is on under-reporting

traffic load statistics, how to leverage over-reporting to
undermine load balancing remains an open question.

However, there are several unique challenges in craft-

ing an effective over-reporting attack strategy. Since

over-reporting causes the load balancer to divert traffic

away from the compromised switch and toward other

switches, the effects of misreporting become less severe

(as the diverted load is distributed to other switches

over time according to some unknown distribution). The

distribution changes at other pool members then need to

be accurately modeled to understand the direct effects

of misreporting (in contrast, under-reporting induces

direct effects at the compromised switch that can be

easily measured and provide feedback for the attacker).

Modeling the load distributions on the rest of the pool

and crafting an effective attack strategy (that balances

the misreporting frequency vs. damage tradeoff) in this

setting would therefore require significantly more ad-

ditions to the current attack framework and thus we

consider this to be future work.

We have demonstrated the limitations in existing sys-

tems and here discuss potential mitigations against this

class of misreporting attacks. Modern datacenter net-

work traffic is characterized by several dynamic network

events, including traffic bursts, link failures, and migrat-

ing hosts. Quarantining a potential malicious switch

incurs a performance and monetary cost to the network

and business, and it is therefore necessary that a de-

fense system cross-validate reports with multiple points

(including other switch load reports and other types

of reports) before deciding that an event is anomalous

and taking a switch offline to investigate. As discussed,

current systems cannot account for adversaries (or po-

tentially colluding ones) dropping traffic on edge links,

where one end of the link is not SDN-enabled (the host).

A possible solution is to collect statistics from upstream

switches/links and use those to indirectly validate the

accuracy of the edge load report (i.e., enhancing the

FlowMon method).

Another potential solution is to aggregate load re-

ports to identify noticeable changes in traffic volume

and use that information to validate the accuracy of

the changes claimed by a (compromised) switch’s load

reports. However, it has already been shown that collect-

ing statistics too frequently or from too many sources

causes significant overhead and is impractical [12]. Thus,

finding optimal strategies for collecting statistics that

are tuned to the purpose of validating load reports re-
mains an open problem. Moreover, quantifying the direct

and indirect effects of intelligent misreporting attacks

(i.e., those leveraging a reconnaissance stage to attack

more effectively) against other SDN-based services will

be useful in developing more comprehensive defenses.

6 Related Work

The work presented in this paper relates to three well-

studied areas of research: network load balancing, SDN

control-plane security, and distributed trust in networked

environments. In Section 2, we discussed how load bal-

ancers operate and are realized in SDNs, and in this
section we focus on the latter two areas.

6.1 SDN Control-plane Security

Our work focuses on modeling and evaluating misreport-

ing attacks against load balancers in SDN. In designing

the attacks, we draw from prior work studying the secu-

rity of other SDN services to identify vulnerable points at

which to attack the load balancer. Dridi et. al [27] found

that adversaries can directly launch denial-of-service

attacks against the control plane to saturate various

network services at the controller, for example, the ser-

vice that computes routes for newly arriving flows. Yoon

et. al [55] performed a comprehensive analysis of the

SDN control plane and found that most controllers have

several vulnerabilities, including overflowing of switch

tables to evict rules and/or exhaust resources and induce

a disconnect, and spoofing switch or host identities to

enable eavesdropping attacks. Further, Hong et. al [33]

demonstrated that an adversary can inject malicious

control messages (specifically, malicious link-discovery

messages) to cause the topology discovery service to

either eliminate links from the minimum spanning tree

or direct traffic through specific links for eavesdropping

attacks. Other works [24,10,50,6,16,57,5] also demon-

strated that an adversary can compromise the control
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plane through man-in-the-middle attacks over control

messages (e.g., modifying other switches’ link-discovery

packets) and lack of access control at controller applica-

tion interfaces, among others. The inherent vulnerability

the attacks exploit is the fact that the network services

are out-of-band and thus lack visibility into the true

state of the network, instead relying on untrustworthy

sources of information to make control decisions.

A related body of research has partially addressed

the vulnerabilities but, as we demonstrated in Sec-

tion 4.4, are not a fit for all types of network services.

The state-of-the-art detection system Sphinx [26] ad-

dresses attacks focused on corrupting network topology

and data-plane forwarding state. With respect to de-

tecting packet dropping, the core of the system rests on

the assumption that edge switches are reporting accu-

rate traffic loads, which breaks down in the case of our

misreporting attacks, among others launched from edge

switches. Related systems such as Spiffy [36] and Open-

Watch [60] specifically target short-term volume-based

attacks by malicious hosts, but lack the necessary ar-

chitectural features that monitor (potentially malicious)

switches and/or account for noisy datacenter traffic.
While change-detection techniques have been an effec-

tive tool for various purposes including offline analysis

of data to identify network intrusions [7], anomaly de-

tection in SDN control messages (including load reports)

is an online problem with tight time constraints, as a

non-trivially long attack against core network services

may impose a great cost the network operator.

6.2 Distributed Trust in Networked Environments

The problem that enables the discussed attacks is the

controller’s lack of visibility into network events. There

is an inherent trust assumption between the controller

and each switch, as well as among the switches them-

selves. This problem has been well-studied in other con-

texts such as wireless communications networks, where

a node might similarly report false messages in order

to gain additional utility for itself at the expense of

others [56]. For example, nodes in mobile ad hoc net-

works (MANETs) cooperate in forwarding packets from

sources to destinations, and thus might report false rout-

ing information to blackhole traffic or otherwise avoid

having to expense energy to route packets [51]. Nodes in

a vehicle ad hoc network (VANET) might falsely report

road conditions to clear roads for their own use [58].

Similarly, nodes in wireless sensor networks cooperate

in collecting accurate measurements, and thus might

report false measurements to corrupt sensor data (e.g.,

to fabricate physical events) [40].

Trust and reputation management (TRM) systems

have been developed alongside anomaly detection sys-

tems to allow the network to systematically identify and

respond to such misbehaving nodes [18]. These systems

use methods for iteratively updating trust and repu-

tation scores to identify malicious behavior, and use

methods for filtering out likely-falsified reports (e.g., a

node deliberately flooding the network with bad feed-

back about its peers) and gradually building trust among

peers in order to deter attacks.

While SDN is considered to be centralized, the ser-

vices still require a distributed form of trust to operate,

and therefore may be able to leverage known techniques

to comprehensively address the problem of misreporting.

Recent work [17,8] proposed frameworks for establishing

trusted control-plane operations based on trust values as-

signed to controllers (that form a distributed controller)

or controller applications. However, these systems do

not address the core of the misreporting problem: trust

between the control and data plane elements. Therefore,

validating control messages in SDN is still largely an

unsolved problem, and the extent to which an adversary

can exploit control applications from a malicious switch
is unknown.

7 Conclusion

As load balancers are a key feature of modern networks,

protecting the integrity of their decisions is critical. To

provide this, it is necessary that traffic measurements ac-

curately reflect the true state of the network. While prior

work has addresses malicious control messages in the

context of other services (for example, link discovery),

here we proposed an attack model against SDN-based

load balancers to control the volume of traffic flowing

toward a compromised switch. We found that the ad-

versary could launch an effective misreporting attack

(with configurable attack parameters), being able to ob-

tain targeted (unfair) proportions of load in the system.

We then observed that the adversary had diminishing

returns when misreporting at higher frequencies when

flows are generally longer, with no noticeable effect when

flows are very short. Further, we found that existing de-

fense systems have several limitations them render them

unable to detect such misreporting attacks in practice,

although statistical measures combined with systematic

approaches to collecting load reports are a potential

solution to the misreporting problem. We hope that our

results will provide insight into how adversaries might

exploit the control/data plane relationship to launch

more calculated attacks and lead to the development of

more comprehensive defenses.
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